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which were needed for every step of its progress. Until Clerk-
Maxwell was appointed professor of experimental physics at
Cambridge in 1871, no front-rank figure in any natural science
except geology had, as such, held a post either there or at Oxford
during the nineteenth century. So far as teaching or co-opera-
tive study in such subjects had been available at all, it was
supplied by the Scottish universities,1 by the Royal Institution
in London, by the more recently established School of Mines,
or by 'mechanics' institutes' and local scientific (then usually
termed 'philosophical3) societies in various industrial towns.
Thus though between 1800 and 1870 England contributed a
great many discoveries in science and technology, most of those
who made them were comparatively self-taught men, owing little
to schools and nothing to universities, unless the Scottish. And
this lasted into our period, both of whose two most important
scientific inventions—that of basic steel-smelting and that of the
incandescent electric lamp—were made by men of this type. Of
Sidney Gilchrist Thomas, the classically educated police-court
clerk who revolutionized the steel industry by experiments con-
ducted in the back-yard of a small suburban house, we have
spoken in Chapter IV. Sir Joseph Wilson Swan (1828-1914),
who invented the incandescent electric lamp,* was even more
self-taught. Not only was he a key inventor in a number of fields
(in photography he discovered the carbon process, bromide
printing papers, and much else, and was the first to produce,
in 1877, really rapid and practicable dry plates; while through
his invention of a squirted filament for his lamps he became also
the first progenitor of artificial silk), but some of these fields
1 Sir William Thomson, afterwards Lord Kelvin (1824-1907), had been pro*
fessor at Glasgow since 1846, doing scientific work of the utmost value for industry.
Edinburgh also had a notable record for teaching and research in many branches
of science. Clerk-Maxwell, who was a product of Edinburgh and (for mathematics)
Cambridge, held his first professorship (from 1856) at Marischal College, Aberdeen.
z The incandescent electric lamp was independently invented by Swan in Eng-
land and by Edison in America, but the Englishman was decidedly prior. Edison's
successful experiment was made on 21 October 1879. Swan had not merely made
his lamp in 1878, but exhibited it at a meeting of the Newcastle Chemical Society
on 18 December of that year. After the two men's interests had been amalgamated
in the Edison and Swan Company, the company for legal reasons decided to rely
on Edison's patent, which had been taken out earlier. For that purpose Swan's
priority was inconvenient, and it had to be ingeniously glossed over. But see for
the facts the fully documented Memoir (1929) of Swan by his son and daughter.
Swan's filaments were also much more practical than Edison's, which were soon
abandoned.

